Some effects are statistically significant. Other effects do not reach the threshold of statistical significance and are sometimes described as "marginally significant" or as "approaching significance." Although the concept of marginal significance is widely deployed in academic psychology, there has been very little systematic examination of psychologists' attitudes toward these effects. Here, we report an observational study in which we investigated psychologists' attitudes concerning marginal significance by examining their language in over 1,500 articles published in top-tier cognitive, developmental, and social psychology journals. We observed a large change over the course of four decades in psychologists' tendency to describe a p value as marginally significant, and overall rates of use appear to differ across subfields. We discuss possible explanations for these findings, as well as their implications for psychological research.
Research Article
Reflecting on psychologists' use of p values, Rosnow and Rosenthal (1989) once remarked, "Surely, God loves the .06 nearly as much as the .05" (p. 1277). God's love notwithstanding, for most psychologists, the .05 alpha criterion conventionally used in null-hypothesis significance testing is the law of the land. Still, many researchers wonder what to do about p values that fall near, but do not cross, the threshold of statistical significance.
In the minds of many psychologists, near-threshold p values often represent a sort of statistical limbo. Although p values greater than .05 have a clear interpretation under the logic of null-hypothesis significance testing-they are nonsignificant p values indicating failures to reject the null hypothesis-the .05 criterion is essentially arbitrary. In response to this tension, many researchers label nearthreshold p values as "marginally significant" or as "approaching significance." Those who take this route carve out a gray area between rejecting and failing to reject the null hypothesis, the precise meaning of which depends on their discretion. A marginal result might be interpreted as a caution against "accepting" the null hypothesis, a promising preliminary result, or sufficient evidence for some noncentral hypothesis, or it might even be interpreted as equivalent to a significant result.
While there are always unwritten elements of the scientific practices of a discipline (e.g., Ariew, 1984; Kuhn, 1962 Kuhn, /2012 , the statistical criteria used to evaluate findings should not be among them. If the concept of marginal significance is to be used in psychology, then the rules of its use and interpretation should be openly and transparently described. Yet we suspect that any attempt to articulate prescriptions for the use of marginal significance will reveal that this practice is rooted in serious statistical misconceptions. To some extent, these misconceptions are already evident in the mixed statistical
heritage of psychology (see Gigerenzer, 2004) , which blends the use of the .05 alpha level of Neyman-Pearson decision theory (Neyman & Pearson, 1933) -originally intended to guide decisions between pairs of specific hypotheses-with the null-hypothesis-testing approach of Fisher (1955) , who interpreted p values as graded evidence against the null. The concept of marginal significance is dubious under either framework. First, the Neyman-Pearson framework is predicated on the use of hard cutoffs that are not meant to be selectively applied. Second, Fisher treated p values of .049 and .051 as practically equivalent for the purposes of inference-for Fisher, these p values would not lead to meaningfully different conclusions about the likelihood of the data under the null (see Gigerenzer, 2004) . Still, most researchers remain concerned with the .05 threshold (e.g., Simonsohn, Nelson, & Simmons, 2014) , usually operating as if marginal effects provide less compelling evidence than statistically significant results.
The use of marginal significance is not just a violation of statistical orthodoxy. Researchers often claim that nearthreshold p values are approaching significance, apparently assuming that the p value associated with their statistical test will trend toward zero as data are collected. However, this will be true only if the population effect is nonzero. Thus, this reasoning is circular: Inferring that an effect exists on the basis of a p value approaching significance presumes that the effect exists, which is, of course, the very question at issue. Yet even experienced psychologists are liable to make this mistake: In a recent study, Yu, Sprenger, Thomas, and Dougherty (2014) found that researchers who monitor their data as it is collected are more likely to collect additional data when a preliminary analysis returns a near-threshold p value (e.g., p = .06) than when it returns a large p value (e.g., p = .20). It is now well known that optional stopping of this sort can increase Type I error rates (Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011) , but it can also increase Type II error rates. If a preliminary analysis returns a large p value, researchers sometimes abandon data collection before achieving an adequately powered sample, thereby increasing Type II errors.
To our knowledge, there are no guidelines-either from top journals or in the American Psychological Association (APA) style guide-prescribing that near-threshold p values be labeled or interpreted as marginally significant. This has not always been the case. The second edition of the APA manual (1974) Yet, as any experienced reader has surely noticed, the concept of marginal significance has made its way into virtually every empirical journal in the field. This apparent relaxation of the .05 criterion suggests a potentially troublesome state of affairs, as even significant p values may constitute weak or inconclusive evidence against the null hypothesis (e.g., Etz & Vandekerckhove, 2016; Good, 1992) . The degree to which this practice affects the field is unknown, though there is at least some cause for concern as other seemingly innocuous scientific practices have been shown to reduce the reliability of findings (Simmons et al., 2011) . Here, we examined psychologists' tendency to describe results as marginally significant over the last four decades, shedding light on the prevalence of this unwritten statistical practice in the field.
Method
We examined researchers' willingness to describe results as marginally significant in every article published in Cognitive Psychology (n = 98), Developmental Psychology (n = 564), and the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology (JPSP; n = 873) in the years 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010 , which yielded data from 1,535 published articles. These journals were chosen to represent three major subfields of psychology: cognitive, developmental, and social. Further, each journal is among the most prestigious in its subfield, and each has been in continual publication throughout these four decades. Although we did not conduct a power analysis, a decision was made prior to data collection to examine the first year of each decade between 1970 and 2010, with the end goal of providing a snapshot of psychological research practices in contemporary academic psychology. The data reported here can be downloaded from the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/92xqk/).
Published articles were queried by L. Pritschet, who downloaded the articles using ProQuest from the University of Illinois library system. Articles were searched using Adobe Reader for all instances of the strings "margin" and "approach." L. Pritschet then judged whether these instances were being used to label a result as marginally significant. Table 1 provides examples of phrases coded as indicating marginal significance. If neither "margin" nor "approach" appeared in an article, searches for common words (e.g., "the" and "an") were used to confirm the file was searchable. All documents were searchable and were analyzed in this way. Following the initial coding, a second coder recoded 25% of the data, agreeing on 96.2% of the original codings. Coders then discussed their disagreements and decided on a final code for each article.
Results
Of the 1,535 articles examined, 66 were theoretical, methodological, review, or commentary articles that did not report experiments, studies, or inferential statistics testing hypotheses (e.g., one such article was a tutorial on using Bayes factors for hypothesis testing). These articles were excluded from subsequent analyses.
First, we examined the unwritten rules researchers follow when labeling p values as marginally significant. Sampling the first p value labeled as marginally significant from each article (n = 459) revealed that the vast majority (92.6%) of marginal p values fall between .05 and .10. However, perhaps as a result of the unwritten nature of this rule, p values as large as .18 are sometimes described as marginally significant. The distribution of p values is shown in Figure 1 .
Next, we examined researchers' willingness to describe a result as marginally significant over the course of the last four decades and in the three subfields. Figure 2 shows the percentage of articles in which at least one p value was labeled as marginally significant from 1970 to 2010 in each of the three subfields. There are marked differences both across time and among subfields, with an increasing percentage of articles labeling results as marginally significant in later years and more results labeled as marginally significant in social psychology than in developmental and cognitive psychology.
Articles published in 2010 were 2.47 times more likely (95% confidence interval, or CI = [1.88, 3.22]; odds ratio = 3.61) to describe a result as marginally significant than articles published in 1970. Averaging across years, articles published in JPSP were 1.60 times more likely (95% CI = [1.35, 1.88]; Table 1 . Examples of Sentences From Our Data Set That Indicated Marginal Significance "Subjects in the sounds condition reported a marginally significant drop in symptom-reporting relative to the control subjects, t(53) = 1.66, p = .10." "Girls were found to be more sociable than boys to the mother in the probe and to a marginal extent (p < .10) to the stranger in the observations, but only at some of the ages assessed." "Although the pattern of the means supported the hypothesis, the predicted interaction was only marginally significant, F(1, 276) = 3.56, p < .06." "The model predictions were significantly related to observed minority influence, although the [Social Influence Model] predictions were only marginally significant." "Appraisals of probability differed significantly by emotion in Experience 2 and approached significance in Experience 1, F(15, 145) = 1.53, p = .10; and appraisals of legitimacy differed significantly by emotion in Experience 1 and approached significance in Experience 2, F(15, 143) = 1.63, p = .07." "In summary, of the 18 terms tested to examine the direct or moderating impact of sex on [Iowa Gambling Task] performance, only one (males playing more often on advantageous decks) explained significant variance in the outcome, and only three more approached significance." "In contrast to looking times, the cardiac data were only marginally supportive of this hypothesis." "[Adult Attachment Interview] security was positively associated with observed relationship functioning at [Time 1] (deactivation was marginally positively associated with observed functioning; see Table 2 )." "Although the main effect of exposure in the one-way [analysis of variance] only approached significance, F(3, 39) = 2.27, p < .10, changes in preference between specific preference assessments were significant."
Note: These examples were drawn at random from the data set. We performed logistic regression analyses to evaluate potential differences among subfields and changes across years (summarized in Table 2 ). These analyses revealed significant differences among subfields-Model A1: χ 2 (2) = 34.37, p < .001. Adding year of publication to the model revealed a significant effect over and above subfield differences-Model A2: χ 2 (1) = 88.94, p < .001. Finally, adding interaction terms failed to reduce deviance-Model A3: χ 2 (2) = 0.987, p = .611-which suggests that these changes across time have occurred in similar fashion among all three subfields.
The change in researchers' tendency to describe results as marginally significant is striking. Whereas the practice was once relatively rare, researchers now appear to label p values as marginally significant almost as a matter of course. In 1970, 18% of articles described at least one p value as marginally significant. In contrast, in 2000, psychologists were just as likely as not to engage in this practice, with 52% of articles describing at least one result as marginally significant. In fact, the majority of social psychology articles described at least one p value as marginally significant in 2000 (59%) and 2010 (54%).
As we have noted, p values falling close to the .05 threshold may already constitute weak evidence against the null hypothesis (e.g., Etz & Vandekerckhove, 2016; Good, 1992) . Consequently, researchers' increased reliance on marginal results may further reduce the reliability of psychological research.
Further Analyses
We found that researchers working in different subfields differed in their willingness to label results as marginally significant. This suggests that researchers working in different subfields may have different attitudes toward nearthreshold p values. On the other hand, it is possible that articles published in Developmental Psychology and Cognitive Psychology, for example, differ in their scope. Larger articles may be more likely to describe at least one result as marginally significant even if researchers' practices are similar across subfields.
To test this possibility, we tabulated the number of experiments reported in each article and found that they differed across subfields and time, as revealed by a 3 (subfield) × 5 (year) analysis of variance, all ps < .001. Therefore, we Percentage of articles in which at least one p value was described as marginally significant in each of the 5 years and three subfields analyzed. Shaded areas represent 95% Bayesian credible intervals (Brown, Cai, & DasGupta, 2001). tested the extent to which the number of experiments reported in each article could explain aspects of our findings. We performed a series of logistic regression analyses (summarized in Table 3 ), finding that the number of experiments reported in an article significantly predicted whether researchers described a result as marginally significantModel B1: χ 2 (1) = 67.65, p < .001. Adding dummy variables coding for subfields, we found that an article's subfield was a significant predictor over and above the number of experiments reported in that article-Model B2: χ 2 (2) = 18.26, p < .001. Finally, we again found that year was a significant predictor in the model-Model B3: χ 2 (1) = 55.5, p < .001.
Of course, because the number of experiments reported in each article provides only a rough measure of the true size and scope of a research project, we are reluctant to draw firm conclusions on the basis of these results alone. That said, these results suggest that psychologists' attitudes and statistical practices may differ across subfields and may have changed over the last four decades.
Finally, using Model B3, we calculated probabilities (see Fig. 3 ) and adjusted odds ratios (AORs) to compare researchers' tendencies to describe results as marginally significant across subfields and years of publication. Even after controlling for the year of publication and the number of experiments reported in each article, we found that articles published in JPSP were more likely to describe p values as marginally significant than were articles in either Developmental Psychology (AOR = 1.87) or Cognitive Psychology (AOR = 1.85). In contrast, after adjusting for these other factors, we found that articles published in Cognitive Psychology were equally likely to describe a p value as marginally significant as were articles in Developmental Psychology (AOR = 0.99), which suggests that the differences between developmental and cognitive psychology could be explained by the differences in the number of experiments that researchers in these fields tend to report. Finally, after controlling for the subfield and number of experiments reported, we found that the odds of an article describing a p value as marginally significant in 2010 were 3.60 times those of an article published in 1970, consistent with our initial findings.
General Discussion
We observed a large increase in the proportion of articles describing p values as marginally significant over the last four decades as well as differences in this practice among three subfields in psychology. It is not immediately clear what our findings say about the field. Is the increased acceptance of marginally significant effects representative of a graded, Fisherian interpretation of p values, according to which hard cutoffs are thought to be arbitrary? Or might it suggest the emergence of a more questionable state of affairs for psychological methodology?
In the last decade, there has been an increased emphasis on effect sizes (Cumming, 2013) and Bayesian statistical methods (e.g., Gelman, Carlin, Stern, & Rubin, 2014; Kruschke, 2014) . Although some estimation techniques do away with p values altogether (e.g., Bayesian estimation), these statistical developments may have encouraged researchers who still rely on p values to be less reliant on strict thresholds and to instead view empirical evidence in a more graded fashion. In light of this shifting emphasis in the field as a whole, it is possible that our results reflect that psychologists are more willing to view near-threshold p values as evidentially equivalent to their statistically significant counterparts.
Still, less positive methodological changes may be at work. It is well known that there are serious problems with current psychological research practices: Psychologists frequently run underpowered studies (e.g., Cohen, 1992) , report engaging in "questionable research practices" (e.g., John, Loewenstein, & Prelec, 2012) , and often appear to make ad hoc analysis decisions that can inflate Type I errors (e.g., Gelman & Loken, 2013; Simmons et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2014) . Further, methodologists have noted that particular articles, and even entire literatures, appear to be p-hacked-flexibly analyzed in order to make the p value of Fig. 3 . Estimated percentage of articles in which at least one p value would be described as marginally significant in each of the 5 years and three subfields analyzed. Estimates were derived from Model B3 (see Table 2 ), adjusted for the mean number of experiments per article across subfields (M = 1.89 experiments). Shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. a substantive test less than .05 (e.g., Lakens, 2014) . Consistent with these problematic research practices, many findings published in top psychology journals cannot be replicated (Open Science Collaboration, 2015) . Indeed, replication concerns may be particularly pressing in social psychology, the subfield in which we observed the largest proportion of articles labeling p values as marginally significant.
Taken together, these phenomena may suggest that researchers' increased willingness to describe marginally significant effects as evidence for hypotheses owes to a tacit relaxation of the criterion employed to control the Type I error rate, which may lead to an increased prevalence of findings that provide weak evidence, at best, against the null hypothesis.
Conclusion
Scientists must always be considerate and critical of their research practices. We suspect this point is uncontroversial, but we think that this consideration is particularly important whenever there is reason to believe that standards and practices have changed or may differ among researchers across subfields. It appears that statistical standards have indeed changed, echoing calls for the critical evaluation of the statistical practices used in psychological science.
